not, says Sandy Tatum, a former President and Stanford alum. “I think it would fall squarely in the USGA’s mission to preserve the values and tradition of the game and [protecting the golf course] most certainly would not be overstepping their bounds.”

Grant Spaeth, another Stanford alum was asked what he would do if such an idea came to him during his early 90’s tenure as USGA President. “Freeway expansion has ruined many California courses and whether such a historic status could have prevailed I don’t know. But clearly I would have been open to it as president and a member of the Executive Committee. Now that the USGA foundation has more substance, we would probably have appointed a subcommittee to look at this, study it carefully, and report back.”

Spaeth also pointed out that ultimately, the USGA could probably set up such a program and allow the state golf associations to get involved by helping in the designation of worthy courses or in the execution of any necessary protection for those courses.

Peter James, a current member of the Executive Committee, also agrees that such a program would surely “capture some attention, particularly with other issues in the game also possibly threatening historic courses,” he said. “There is definitely room for such a program in the game, and I know its something that would certainly generate interest and discussion among the Executive Committee members.”

Would a USGA stamp of approval save Stanford’s course from extinction? Maybe not. There are those in golf that would say such a USGA program, started now, would only be happening because so many USGA officials past and present went to Stanford. Perhaps, but Stanford has hosted seven NCAA golf championships and a U.S. Boys Junior Championship in 1960. So it’s hard to argue that Stanford has not contributed to the game in every way imaginable: great architecture, home course to numerous golfing greats, and as a historic tournament venue.

Some form of official recognition for classic architecture is long overdue and necessary to protect future situations like Stanford’s. Why not take advantage of this dire situation at a course that is so clearly been vital to the game and such a special part of so many people’s lives?

If not now, when will golf ever have a better opportunity to stand up for its history, tradition and classic architecture?

---

Look For Your Invitation to Orinda CC

Mark your calendars! Monday Aug.21 ... is the date for our annual Scholarship and Research Tournament. What a treat we have for you! In the tradition of great host courses, this year’s course is an absolute jewel.

Mr. Bob Lapic and the Orinda Country Club will host our 2000 event. If you haven’t played Orinda, you are in for a great experience.

Carpool if you can, as parking is limited.

---

Drainage Solutions for GOLF COURSES from PERMACORP™ DRAINAGE AND INFILTRATION SYSTEMS

Introducing Perma Panel ™
The efficient drainage system designed to function as both collection & discharge in one unit!

- Easy to install using a common trencher
- Easily connected to other drainage pipe and products on today’s market
- No large crews or heavy equipment needed
- No need to order “special” expensive fittings to make connections
- Low profile of product allows for shallow installation
- Less than half the installation costs of typical “rock & pipe”
- Narrow width allows for narrow trench
- UPC® Certificate of Listing — meets Uniform Plumbing Code®
- six foot lengths are easily transported

For more information call 888/844-0296

www.permacorp.com

THRU THE GREEN